JEROS 8100 Dish Washer
Smarter Thinking - Smarter Solutions

There is always space
for the new JEROS!
The robust JEROS-8100 will fit
into the smallest of spaces,
and in spite of its size it has a
superb wash performance!
✓ Extended loading area
✓ With a width of 60 cm the machine
will surley fit the existing table
✓ With fingertouch micro controller
✓ With automatic start
✓ With automatic opening of lid
✓ Integrated self-cleaning system
with 85° degree C hot water
✓ With automatic soap dosage
✓ Integrated pumped rinse system
✓ Electrical outputs to switch
extractor
✓ As option with insolated lid
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There are a variety of reasons
to choose a JEROS Dish Washer!
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The strong stainless steel construction, unique design,
combined with more than 45 years of expertise,
guarantees a very high reliability.
Lid construction: The special automatic opening function insures an optimum integration of the
machine in the daily work, furthermore it allows ergonomically correct loading of the machine.
The 85° degrees C hot end rinse with a pressure pump ensures that the maximum hygiene is
achieved without the use of Chemical Sanitant, Another Advantage is that the rinse is pumped
and does not rely on mains water pressure.
A sensor operated detergent dosing system, minimum use of soap, heating elements with low
energy consumption, small wash tank, and uniquely low use of water, ensures an optimum wash
result and thereby also an environmentally safe wash.
3 pre-set wash cycles of 1 / 2 / 4 Minutes.
Meets HACCP and CE-requirements.
Technical data

8100

Drain dimenstion
Ø mm
Voltage
Volt+E/Hz
Connecting power (standart)
kW
Water connection
R”
Wash time
Min.
Wash area
HxBxD
Wash tank volume
Litre
Rinse time
apprx. sec.
Rinse tank volume
apprx. litre
Rinse water temperature
apprx.°C
Water consumption per wash/rinse apprx. litre

40
400 / PE / 50
8,5
1/2
1/2/4
405x500x500
40
20
13
85
3,5
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JEROS A/S
Nyborgvej 8		
DK-5750 Ringe		

Tel: 0045 63 62 39 13
Fax:0045 62 62 33 01

jeros@jeros.com
www.jeros.com

